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SPECIFICATION UPDATE



2017 STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

ROADS AND BRIDGES

 Year Hard Effort

 No Supplemental Specs

 Hard Copy Availability

 Distribution within DOH

 Order Form on Specifications 

webpage

Electronic copy on webpage



SPECIFICATIONS WEBPAGE
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2017 BID LETTING SCHEDULE



BIDX UPDATE

 Upgrading last year from expedite to Project Bids has been a great 

success!

 Since January of last year, WVDOT has upgraded Project Bids around 5 

times without any interruption to the contracting industry.

 Bid Lettings are held in room 855, Building 5 (New location of Contract 

Administration Division) and broadcast live at; 

http://asphaltwv.com/Letting.aspx

 Please remember that once a project is advertised on BIDX, that all 

questions MUST be asked thru the Q&A link on BIDX.

http://asphaltwv.com/Letting.aspx


2017 ESTIMATE CUTOFF SCHEDULE



2017 ESTIMATE CUTOFF



SITEMANAGER UPDATE

 We are on version 3.16a.

 We skipped version 3.17a 1-6 because WVDOT did not BETA test, thus 
the reason why we feel they had 6 patches.

 Version 3.18 comes out this fall and looking to see what our 
involvement will be before committing to this upgrade.

 As noted in the past, there is a web version that we will eventually 
upgrade too, but it will require extensive implementation on our part 
which would include training everybody with SM access.

 It appears we have a stable CITRIX infrastructure, so contractors 
wanting access to SM only need to request as such to myself 
(John.E.Taylor@wv.gov) or Doug Clark (Douglas.L.Clark@wv.gov).
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QUESTION #1

How thick should base failure repairs be? 4”, 6”, 8”?

As thick as the failure.  This should be determined on the 

development end.  If there is still failed material there may need 

to be a change order in construction.

Is the investigation happening?



QUESTION #2

Why is mobilization paid the way it is? A lot of times the work is 

completed before the first payment is ever made on short lived 

projects. Could payment be revised for paving, guardrail, and 

other short term projects?

Please suggest and champion a “Short Term” project 

mobilization section in Section 204 of the specification. 



QUESTION #3

What was the reasoning behind paying for shoulder stone/milling 

placement by the Cubic Yard?

Follow up Question

Can we get millings for shoulder stone by the Cubic Yard as scales are 

not available?

Both measurements are available, Tons and Cubic Yards.  They are 

applicable in different types of jobs.  

Sometimes scale are available. How about the spec change, “If you 

can’t provide a weight ticket, you shall not use the substitution.”?



QUESTION #4

Our district tells us we are going to try using PWL on an Ultra-Thin 

project. Please tell me that is not true as it is surely not feasible 

cutting a core, and certainly not practical or warranted.

If your quality and workmanship are consistent why would this be a 

problem?  

If you and the District are following the industry interaction 

guidelines, why are you discussing this?   

No, this is not currently the plan.



QUESTION #5

Why wasn’t the new striping spec set up for 6” line, 4” space, 6” 

line? That way it wouldn’t take 10-15 years to get all of the roads 

converted and it wouldn’t create a hassle for the striping contractors 

trying to stripe roads with multiple line setups?

MUTCD provides guidance for both widths

We can revisit this



QUESTION #6

Why can’t we have a meeting of designers and resurfacing personnel 

at least for each Region, so we are all operating from the same 

playbook?

You can.

Here are the playbooks



QUESTION #6

Why can’t we have a meeting of designers and resurfacing personnel 

at least for each Region, so we are all operating from the same 

playbook?

There is a QC process for reviewing District plans thru Engineering 

Division.  Is this check not finding these issues?  

Do we need a reminder memo from Management telling designers to 

follow the playbook?

We need to know the issues so that we can formulate training for the 

Designer’s Conference.



QUESTION #7

Why do we allow the computer printout of the asphalt setting to be used as 

verification of the asphalt binder in plant produced mix?  If there is 

something out of calibration or wrong with the weigh system we get bad 

mix without knowing.

We no longer allow this.  A memo was issued on February 16, 2017.  This 

memo was sent to all Districts and Asphalt Paving Association of WV



QUESTION #8

Typicals in proposals and plans do not always match work that is 

actually going to be performed. (Example, typical may show full width 

milling and resurfacing when shoulders may not be milled and paved.)

Yes, we are aware of this, this has been going on for years.   The DOH 

has instituted various controls over the years that require multiple 

reviews of plans starting at the District Level, then proceeding to 

reviews in Central Office.  A couple years ago the DOH even began the 

Q&A session on Bid X to allow contractors to get these questions 

addressed prior to bid.  It is still happening unfortunately. 

Please ask the question on BidX in time for a change to be made.



QUESTION #9

Plans should be more thoroughly reviewed prior to being released.

The DD 644 requires the Design ESAL to be stipulated on the plans 

and in the general notes.  If this is not being done we need to be 

made aware in time to make a change.



QUESTION #9

We often don’t look at these small sub projects until a couple of days 

before the letting and it is too late to ask questions on Bidx.

DOH implemented the BidX Q&A process to also catch these items 

prior to bid and it can be used by either industry or DOH reps.  If these 

issues are of such concern then the DOH suggests that time be allotted 

to review these plans prior to bidding.



QUESTION #10

In 2016 there were many instances where the contractor didn’t 

receive the authorization numbers for projects in a timely manner 

after award. In some instances it may have been as much as 2-3 

weeks. This prevents the contractors from getting the required 

paperwork, subcontracts and QC plans to name a couple, to the 

districts so projects can be started. Can the DOH take steps to get 

the numbers out as soon as the projects are awarded?

The DOH is aware.  There are many steps in the process of issuing 

the authorization number.  Some of these steps are in Programming 

and Finance.  We have been looking at streamlining this process to fix 

some of these issues.



QUESTION #11

Bid items are not always appropriate for the project. Example, project 

is for 1 ½” PWL overlay and standard milling is listed as bid item 

rather than fine milling. This creates the necessity of a change order 

to the project before it ever begins. 

During our Designer’s Conference there was a class discussing milling.  

This was covered clearly.   



QUESTION #12

Quantities on bid items do not correlate with all items of 

work. Example, project may be a simple resurfacing job with 2,500 

tons of mix and a little Class 10 for shoulders. Units for pilot truck 

may be 9 days and for flagging 220 hours, over twice as much as 

would be required.

But in the stated example the numbers are not unreasonable because 

at the end of the day… 

Units agreed upon in the estimates will be paid. 

Prior to the Industry Interaction Guidelines there was an effort to revise 

the working rates.  This work has stopped.



QUESTION #12

Quantities on bid items do not correlate with all items of 

work. Example, project may be a simple resurfacing job with 2,500 

tons of mix and a little Class 10 for shoulders. Units for pilot truck 

may be 9 days and for flagging 220 hours, over twice as much as 

would be required.

Typically the DOH designs a job for two flaggers at 10hrs a day.   In 

the example given that would be 11 days.  It is also reasonable to 

suspect that flaggers would be needed for other work where a pilot 

truck is not being used, thus the smaller quantity for that item.   

Designing for various MOT setups is a tricky subject and is very 

dependent upon the efficiency of various contractors.   



QUESTION #13

Is it still the intent to bid PWL jobs with fine milling? And is scratch 

included in item or are you now including a bid item for it?

It is the intent to bid fine milling on PWL projects.

We strongly discourage the use of scratch.  This is an uncontrolled layer 

that typically becomes a weak point in the pavement section.  

Fine milling and scratch should never be used together.



QUESTION #14

What is thought process behind only milling out 4’ of the 10’ 

shoulder? Why not at least fog seal the remainder of the shoulder for 

aesthetics.

The thought is to remove the rumble strip or other distressed areas 

of pavement.  We agree that fog sealing the remaining pavement would 

be good for the pavement on the shoulders and the NOT aesthetics 



QUESTION #15

It appears we are not always using the appropriate mix for the 

desired thickness………  What happened to using correct ratios or 

following the DD’s?

The DD’s, MP’s and Specifications still rule the day.   It was never 

management’s intent to use inappropriate fixes for a given situation as 

funds are too precious to waste.  It is still up to our District 

Designers and other personnel to help ensure that the best fit get’s 

used where it will work.   If you see  a situation where the wrong 

application is being used please contact us as we have always worked 

with industry in these situations and have given such instances a 

second review.



QUESTION #16

Please consider taking more time to properly answer bid 

questions. “Bid As Is” is NOT a fair answer.

Please take more time to review the projects and submit questions 

with enough time to properly review and provide an answer.

See BidX question asking guidelines.



QUESTION #17

Request the DOH use pay items instead of making work incidental to 

another item via general notes. For example:

 Type B Warning Lights Incidental to Traffic Control Devices

 A job had Matrix Plug at bridge expansions incidental to paving (expensive item). 

Same job had waterproofing membrane on bridges incidental to paving.

 Another project in Preston County had Lump Sum Traffic Control Devices which 

included flagging.

We agree, we get better bids with more items.  These should be 

caught in the PS&E Review process

Please notify Regional Construction Engineers of these instances before 

they bid, if possible.

Ask on BidX



QUESTION #18

Suggest we somehow agree on pay quantities daily with inspector.

We agree.  This should be happening.

Seems like this could easily be decided at the Preconstruction meeting.



QUESTION #19

Not getting paid on time. Inspector missed items or didn’t have time 

to get estimate in on time.

Please bring these instances to the attention of the District 

Construction Engineer or the Resurfacing Coordinator.  If this is an 

issue, we need to address it.

See “agree on daily quantities”



QUESTION #20

Have inspectors on site while work is being performed…  Sometimes 

there are not enough inspectors to cover all the projects.

We agree there should be inspectors on site for all work.  All projects 

should be staffed.  Please bring these instances to the attention of 

Construction Engineer or the Regional Construction Engineer.



QUESTION #21

Don’t allow Districts to hold money for “unforeseen” circumstances.

Please contact your Regional Construction Engineer



QUESTION #22

Give contractors access or a detailed explanation of “All Other 

Adjustments” on the estimate.

There should be reports attached.  The District Office Manager can 

supply this if it’s not attached to your estimate.



QUESTION #23

Can the WVDOH shut down a job if notice to proceed has been 

issued and can idle equipment be charged if it is done?

YES and Maybe…

Section 105.9  states that the project engineer has the authority to 

stop/suspend work.  

Idle equipment could come into play based on the language in Section 108 

as it refers to time extensions.



QUESTION #24

All bids and contracts state that the WVDOH specifications and 

supplemental and MP’s will be followed---- Why do quality control 

plans need submitted that state the same thing?

Because we want YOU to state in your QC Plan that YOU are going 

to follow our specifications and materials procedures.  

If a QC plan is approved it has the potential to override the 

specifications thus we want that stated in the QC plan.



QUESTION #25

Why have DDs? Planners and designers do not follow them and 

design jobs on their own personal whims.

The Designers should follow the DD’s.  There are going to be 

exceptions.  Feel free to ask questions before the bid if something 

seems out of place.



QUESTION #26

Using PWL on thin lifts on composite pavements is not economical, 

especially given that you are not addressing sub-base conditions. 

Money would be better spent on more material.

The PWL specs have proven that when used all involved seem to use 

best or better practices… 

THUS if we were to use more material it would benefit to include the 

PWL specifications on those projects as well.



QUESTION #27

The following provision states that project quantities are only 

estimates and that there will be no payment for additional work 

performed above the quantities. Does anyone think that is 

reasonable? 



QUESTION #27

The following provision states that project quantities are only estimates 

and that there will be no payment for additional work performed above 

the quantities. Does anyone think that is reasonable? 

This language has been revised,  a amendment will come out in projects.

Paragraph One of the SP is revised to say the following:

“The lineal footage and mileage quantities shown in the Proposal are estimates 

only.  If the work under the Contract requires additional lineal footage or 

mileage be striped, the Contractor shall be paid for additional work at the 

Contact unit bid price, but not entitled to additional time to perform the 

Contract.”



QUESTION #28

The Department should highlight the inclusion of the new Section 

410 PWL in the new spec book. 



QUESTION #29

Finalizing jobs can be a long duration, perhaps a materials/site 

manager issue? 

This is an issue.  Please make sure that all of the paper work is 

submitted to the District in a timely manor.



QUESTION #30

We are having trouble getting paid, can be 90 days to 8 or 9 

months. Many times we are told it’s a BF98 funding allocation 

issue. Will project funding/payment issues be resolved soon? Will this 

be an ongoing problem?

We are processing them in accordance with the Specification.

It is likely that this will be an ongoing problem.



QUESTION #31

The penalty vs bonus ratio on PWL jobs seems one sided with more 

risk put on the contractor.

We see much high quality and attention to detail when the PWL 

specification is used on a paving project.  We see the plant’s and 

laydown crew’s workmanship increase dramatically with the PWL 

specification.   The WV DOH would much rather pay to bonus, but 

we need the quality.

In 2014 67% of PWL lots paid 100% or more

In 2015 75% of PWL lots paid 100% or more

2016…?   Not as good

Common factor for 87% of penalties in 2016



QUESTION #32

I see where the DOH is buying 10 pavers, 10 steel drum rollers, 3 

rubber tired rollers and reclaimers. Why do you see a need to do 

that and how much more work will be done by state forces?

Analyzing the cost of PO and Contract work against District Forces 

work for very low volume roadways it appears that for very small 

jobs it is typically expensive for our crews to perform the laydown 

operations.  

The currently equipment is being shared statewide and has not been 

able to reasonably cover the need.   This additional equipment will 

allow our crews more time with the equipment to address these low 

volume targeted projects. 

This is not a new program, just a more efficient way to conduct this 

work.



QUESTION #33

How much of the paving program budget will be spent on pavement 

preservation this year?

As much as possible.  Preserving good pavements is important.     

We would like to equate this to your equipment.  Your equipment is an 

asset to your company; the pavement is an asset to the State. 



QUESTION #33

How much of the paving program budget will be spent on pavement 

preservation this year?

As much as possible.  Preserving good pavements is important.     



QUESTION #34

The paving program looks dramatically smaller this year. Please 

provide us a comparison of 2016 to projections for 2017.

Calendar Year 2016 Resurfacing Program

(Reflecting Contract and Purchase Order Work Only)

Route Type Construction $ Miles

Interstate $29,629,000 39.21

APD $15,081,000 18.03

Other Fed $101,404,000 363.89

Pavement Pres $1,027,000 3.75

State Funded $52,766,000 403.36

Total $199,907,000 828.24

These numbers reflect actual started/completed work for Calendar 

Year 2016.



QUESTION #34

The paving program looks dramatically smaller this year. Please 

provide us a comparison of 2016 to projections for 2017.

Calendar Year 2017 Resurfacing Program

As of Feb 22, 2017

(Reflecting Contract and Purchase Order Work Only)

Route Type Construction $ Miles

Interstate $33,098,000 81.91

APD $9,980,000 11.11

Other Fed $40,644,000 59.73

Pavement Pres $0 0

State Funded $57,363,000 307.44

Total $141,085,000 460.19

In Calendar Year 2017, these numbers reflect both new projects that are scheduled to be advertised and awarded 

as well as a portion of projects that were previously authorized/awarded last year but not started.



QUESTION #34

The paving program looks dramatically smaller this year. Please 

provide us a comparison of 2016 to projections for 2017.

Difference Between 2016 and 2017 Resurfacing 

Programs

Route Type Construction $ Miles

Interstate $3,469,000 42.7

APD $5,101,000 6.92

Other Fed $60,760,000 304.16

Pavement Pres $1,027,000 3.75

State Funded $4,597,000 95.92

Total $58,822,000 368.05



QUESTION #34

The paving program looks dramatically smaller this year. Please 

provide us a comparison of 2016 to projections for 2017.

But don’t forget the rocket hasn’t taken off yet.



QUESTION #35

Suggest we have a more formal means of resolving disputes on PWL 

jobs. Why do we not have such a provision and why do we not 

consider sister samples?

There are current provisions in Section 108 to cover this.

Because sister samples are uncontrolled.  Sister samples are a tool for 

the contractor to monitor results and have a means of checking the 

work of the State.  They are not to be a replacement of the test 

results of the State.  More often than not adding the sister samples 

into the calculations provides worse PWL results. 



QUESTION #36

Please discuss how you select core locations for lots and sub-lots and 

the proximity of cores to joints and shoulders on PWL jobs.

See MP 401.07.20



QUESTION #37

Should cracks and base failures be repaired prior to paving on PWL 

jobs?

Yes, that would be great.  

These projects should be reviewed by District design and resurfacing staff. 

This is a good example of a question that could should be addressed early 

in the BidX Q&A process.    

After award, milling, and certainly after construction are poor times to try 

to address this as a concern.



QUESTION #38

We are seeing discrepancies on marking out cores on PWL jobs. Is 

the 12” from the edge outlined in the spec to the edge of the core or 

the center of the core?

Center



QUESTION #39

On Purchase Order paving it is often times hard to find the 

terminals. Could these be laid out prior to the contractors arrival?

Talk to District Construction, a phone call and conversation could get 

this resolved.   Maybe a five minute meeting at the job to agree to 

start here and end here?



QUESTION #41

Many jobs need a patch and level or scratch course added. Not 

having these makes the yield or rate of application inconsistent due to 

much thicker asphalt on the edges and a very thin lift between wheel 

ruts and at the centerline. The centerline being thin often leads to a 

poorly constructed center joint.

Many jobs could use better workmanship.  We  see projects were the 

thickness is not consistent, even with a good template.  Rather than 

constructing a road that will fail, let’s bring these instances to the 

attention of the Regional Construction Engineers.

Fine milling would help to reset the template before paving. 



QUESTION #42

Wheelchair ramps are bid as unit each. What is included 

in this price-- flat sidewalk containing detectable warning 

surface only, sloped sidewalk on each side of flat sidewalk, 

curb, bed course material?

Standard Detail PVT7



QUESTION #42

Wheelchair ramps are bid as unit each. What is included in this price-- flat 
sidewalk containing detectable warning surface only, sloped sidewalk on each side 
of flat sidewalk, curb, bed course material?
The area of concrete paid for by the 609005 Curb Ramp item is shown on 
Standard Detail PVT7.   PVT7 also indicates that the curb is not included with the 
Curb Ramp and therefore should be measured and paid for separately.

http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/engineering/StandardDetails/Vol1/2015Stan
dardDetailsVolume1%2011-2-2015.pdf

Per the Standard Specs, Section 609.9  the Detectable warning surface and the bed 
course material should be measured and paid for separately.   Section 609.11 reinforces 
this by having separate pay items  for these.  
http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/contractadmin/specifications/2017StandSpe
c/Documents/2017_Standard.pdf

http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/engineering/StandardDetails/Vol1/2015StandardDetailsVolume1 11-2-2015.pdf
http://www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/contractadmin/specifications/2017StandSpec/Documents/2017_Standard.pdf


QUESTION #43

Sidewalks/curbs. The specifications say the curb and sidewalk can be 

poured monolithically. In this case, how should they be paid-- by the 

SY unit price for sidewalk only, or SY unit price for sidewalk plus LF 

price for curb/curb & gutter? We have been paid both ways.

Does the spec say that? If so where? Please provide location.

Assuming the contract has pay items both for sidewalk and curb/curb and 

gutter, they should be measured and paid for separately.  That is, sidewalk 

per SY and curb per LF should both be measured and paid for.



QUESTION #44

When replacing sidewalk or wheelchair ramps when should bed 

course material be used? We almost always see bed course material 

under sidewalks and rarely under wheelchair ramps.

again what does the detail show?

Bed course should be placed under wheelchair ramps.   This could be 

clarified in the Standard Specs and/or Standard Details if necessary.



WE’VE COME A LONG WAY


